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1. What would you like to see for Health & Physical Activity
Programming in the Community?
Grade 5 Reponses:
help anyone who relly needs help
see no drugs in the communtiy see lots more sports
hockey
i dont know
sports
ill like to see people stop drinking smoking and leaving there smokes on
the ground
i would not like to see drugs
sports and activity.
sports
sports
football
hockey
tennis basket ball skating music dance computers and running gaming

Grade 6 responses:
more outside gym
games
soccer baseball
sports
dont know
basketball
soccer
more dances and activitys
hockey
soccer
rugby
volleyball
idk
anything
more outside gym
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Grade 7 responses:
volleyball
i want a sports progam after school
volleyball
im not sure i guess

Grade 8 responses:
more sports and tournaments
i dont know
idk
volleyball team for the whole year
Volleyball for younger kids not just older teens and adults.
soccor and volleyball
no opinion, but working out, yoga?

Grade 9 responses:

idk
some more sports activities
Any sport tournament would be cool.
black ops 2 sniper tournament
some more sports
Volleyball
idk
i want a football team here
sled racing who's sled reaches the bottom of the hill.

Grade 11 responses:
music program
more sport activities
vollyball
sports activities, community activities is good.
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sports and community things

Grade 12 responses:
volleyball, youth nights, movie nights.
drugs an alcohol banned, field house for the youth
youth nights, like sports, movies, arts and crafts.

2. Examples of Health and Physical Activity - pick the ones that you
would like to see.
Grade 5 Reponses:
hiking group;
computer programs - for example learn how to make YouTube Videos;
Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
computer programs - for example learn how to make YouTube Videos;
hockey after school;
volleyball;
volleyball;
hockey after school;
hockey after school;
hockey after school;
Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
hockey after school;

Grade 6 responses:
music programs;computer programs - for example learn how to make YouTube Videos;biking
group;
hockey after school;
hockey after school;Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
music programs;Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;biking group;
music programs;
biking group;
basketball;
Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
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hockey after school;
Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
computer programs - for example learn how to make YouTube Videos;Video Games - for
example Fortnight tournaments;biking group;
volleyball;
Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
music programs;
music programs;computer programs - for example learn how to make YouTube Videos;biking
group;

Grade 7 responses:
hockey after school;
hockey after school;
hockey after school;
hockey after school;

Grade 8 responses:
music programs;Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
hiking group;
music programs;
hockey after school;
music programs;
music programs;computer programs - for example learn how to make YouTube Videos;Video
Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
music programs;

Grade 9 responses:

music programs;
music programs;computer programs - for example learn how to make YouTube Videos;Video
Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;biking group;
Football team;Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
hockey after school;Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
hockey after school;music programs;Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
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football;hockey after school;
music programs;computer programs - for example learn how to make YouTube Videos;biking
group;

Grade 11 responses:
music programs;
hockey after school;music programs;Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
computer programs - for example learn how to make YouTube Videos;Video Games - for
example Fortnight tournaments;
hockey after school;
hockey after school;

Grade 12 responses:
hockey after school;Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
hockey after school;music programs;Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
after school sports, random selection.;hockey after school;music programs;computer
programs - for example learn how to make YouTube Videos;Video Games - for example
Fortnight tournaments;biking group;hiking group;

3. What would you like to see for mental health? What things can be
done to help students with their mental health?
Grade 5 Reponses:
ask them qusten
more fun in the school
I don't know - these answers are by a special needs student - answers were typed by his
teacher
i dont know
i dont know
to help them with there promblems and are thoughts
to help with there prombloms
idk
idk
IDK
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eat healthly
sports
a mental health program

Grade 6 responses:
talk to them ask them about whats wrong
hockey
idk
need someone there when you need them.
:) :)
tell them to do their work so we all can graduate
dont know
fun stuff
eat heathly
go to rehab or pa mental health center
sports
to be smaet
talk to them
idk
idk
i think asking teachers for help i will ask others if they need help

Grade 7 responses:
art classes
therapist and elders
someone there when you need them to be there for you
not sure

Grade 8 responses:
more activities and fun ones
nothing
counsellers that actually help
none
More stuff to do for the youth, because we barely do things here in Loon Lake.
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um like a group with no judgment and fun trips and motivation and support i think that
would help them
no opinion

Grade 9 responses:

idk
after school activities
Music. thats what calms me.
play games or something
anything
Workshops
talks
we need more sports to keep the youth busy
I'll like to see nothing else we already have enough mental health teachings.

Grade 11 responses:
have more activitys for the youth
no clue i handle mine by myself
mediation
kids working together
people talking to them

Grade 12 responses:
breaks from school, it is a stresser. and a tutor or a support worker for school that actually
can help, not someone whos just going to show us posters and slideshows, people that
actually know how to do their jobs.
phone calls, conferences just something to keep them busy
keep the community busy with activities, something that anyone would enjoy

3. What do you need help with?
Grade 5 Reponses:
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how to do lern
to help my mom
I don't know
i dont know
nothing
well i dont need no help am happy how i am :)
nothing at the moment
work
nothing
school work
where the rez store is
nothing
working up enough money to buy a computer

Grade 6 responses:
my life
school
nothing
sports
help and support!
Depression
nothing
math at school
with my depression
math
get better at fortnite
babysitting
everything
idk
careing about others

Grade 7 responses:
art
mentors
I dont know
nothing i guess i just hate my life
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Grade 8 responses:
nothing i'm perfectly fine
school
everything
math
Nothing.
playing sports i suck at all sports
mental

Grade 9 responses:

my mental health
to get in shape
nothing really
nothing but sounds fun
to get back into shape
Smoking
idk
i need help to get fit
nothing I'm good thanks anyway.

Grade 11 responses:
school
my mental health and just myself in general
noting
nothing i am a beauty
nothing

Grade 12 responses:
graduating.
with school in general
the needs to make things happen within the community
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4. What do your friends need help with?
Grade 5 Reponses:
make me happy
too come outside more
I don't know
i dont know
sports
well my friends are bored all the time so am i too
i dont know
work
nothing
IDK
eating heathly cuz there fat
getting along
school

Grade 6 responses:
nothing
school
idk
:)nothing there just right :)
their deppression and we need to ask them about their life
family problems
nothing
nothing
to be nice to me
getting along
eat health
school
idk
idk
everything
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Grade 7 responses:
learn volleyball
someone to talk to
I dont know
DEPRESSION but.... well i dont know

Grade 8 responses:
they need to do more activities with other friends
i dont know
idk
nothing
Everything. They are very supportive and funny so I guess just pretty much help you be
happy.
maybe some of them are sad and have anxiety and they need help to try face it
the kids here in general need alcohol and drug help...

Grade 9 responses:

idk
idk
idk they dont tell me their problems
smoking addictions
i don't really know
Smoking and Smoking weed
idk
they need help to get fit
nothing.

Grade 11 responses:
cooking
no clue
noting
they need help coming to school.
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school

Grade 12 responses:
school
no clue yet
idk

5. What subjects or interests would you like to learn more?
Grade 5 Reponses:
diveid
math
dogs
flowers
sports
i will like to learn about nature
math an life
math
nothing
hockey
get better at fortnite
spelling
health

Grade 6 responses:
science
gym
math
idk???
math and cree
dont know
math
art
rugby
gym
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gym
welding
math
math
wrighting and math also drawing

Grade 7 responses:
math
math
math
nothing

Grade 8 responses:
math,science,art
math,social,sience,ela
science,easier math
social studies
Art and Science.
i like science and math when its sometimes fun i also like doing art and music
math, science, health,

Grade 9 responses:

music,
music
driving ed or some class on how to do taxes
how to edit a youtube video
kickboxing
Science
science and health
i like to learn science
sience,math,drawing,painting and gym
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Grade 11 responses:
piano and violin
music
the human body
psychology.
psychology

Grade 12 responses:
lunch and recess
music and hunting
music class/arts class

6. New Subjects that you would like to learn? or something else
Grade 5 Reponses:
Robotics
Robotics
video production
video production
Robotics
Robotics
Robotics
Robotics
photography
Robotics
foot ball
Robotics
photography

Grade 6 responses:
video production
computer applications
computer applications
photography
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photography
Animation
photography
video production
photography
Robotics
fortnite
Robotics
computer applications
computer applications
art

Grade 7 responses:
Robotics
photography
photography

Grade 8 responses:
Robotics
photography
photography
video production
photography
photography
computer applications

Grade 9 responses:

photography
photography
computer applications
video production
photography
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photography
photography
Robotics
creating youtube video's

Grade 11 responses:
photography
video production
computer applications
Robotics

Grade 12 responses:
photography
photography
photography

7. What would you like to see for Culture and Tradition in your school?
Grade 5 Reponses:
more cree on the big side
outside activities
i dont know
set snaires hockey play\
ill like to see us go outside more and planet traps,set fishing traps and see beautiful nature
go to plant stuff an help mother nauter
hockey
sports
IDK
i dont even know
ok
more hunting
more cree on the big side
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Grade 6 responses:
i dont really know
land base
hunting
nothing
CREE languages
dont know
idk
how to make a coat
more spirit weeks liike e-boy and vsco girl
ok
idk
more land based
a bear
how to skin animals
other poeple make things they know about cree or other things

Grade 7 responses:
ribbon skirts
cree language
more cree language
dont really care

Grade 8 responses:
more storytelling?
hunting
more hunting and fishing
more activities outside
More language, and beading and sewing and women
learning more about our culture
cooking traditional foods! :)
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Grade 9 responses:

beading classes, sewing classes
teachings during lunch
more cree speaking
round dances
more outdoor activities
Making drums
beading and hunting
trapping,fishing
making a canoe? or maybe go canoeing.

Grade 11 responses:
the youth speaking cree
i dont know
nature walks
nothing we got it all
nothing we got it all

Grade 12 responses:
dunnoooooooooooo
more sweats for the youth, and more roundancing
language, land base learning

8. What do you want to be when you grow up? What do you think you
need to learn to help to get a Job?
Grade 5 Reponses:
how to be nurce
my job is to help the poor pets
cartoonist or a veterinarian
a youtuber
hockey player\ docter
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like school
ill like to be an vet or and dentisti
i would like to be a doctor or vet
idk
hi
i want to be a NHL player when i grow
up
being a cop
nhl golie
i wanna be a counsiller

Grade 6 responses:
i wanna a photographer
hockey
idk yet
hockey star
we need to do all our work before getting a job
Animator or Artist
be a basket ball player and probaly playing every day
free lancer
i wanna be a cop so i could arrest drunkies and meth heads
nhl player
be pro on fortnite
i want to be a militery soilder
be a teacher
a cop
i want to be a teacher or make my a job also i need to learn a lot

Grade 7 responses:
firefighter
i wanna be a babysitter or a teacher and for the math teacher
dental hygienist
i want to be a kpop idol but im to ugly to be one
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Grade 8 responses:
probably robotics
i dont know
nothing
teacher
I just want to go to college.
i want to be a doctor or a cop
something that'll help me and something i like to do, cook? books? computers? i dont know
yet

Grade 9 responses:

idk what i want to be
a doctor
i would wanna be a cop, idk
in the army
a boxer
I dont know yet. But right now im thinking of boxing
peace officer idk
i would like to be in the military
i don't know what i'm going to be when i am older.

Grade 11 responses:
orthopedic surgeon.
i wanna be a soldier
engineer
i wanna be a social worker
police officer

Grade 12 responses:
a paralegal, veterinarian, marine biologist. i need to be great at math but i'm not.
engineering
a role model at most, workplace basics.
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9. What activities would you like to see in your community? For the
other members in your community parents, older cousins and
Grandparents and all other community members?
Grade 5 Reponses:
avernths
me dont know
play with my dog
i dont know
school round dances and games
ill like if every one gathered into one big place and learn about each other
ill like everybody to get to know eachother
-i dont nnnnnnnooooo
me dont know
IDK
anything
baseball and hockey
biking and swimming

Grade 6 responses:
idk
hockey
idk
ball hockey
we need other communities to visit our school
Art class
idk
fortnite 4v4
more after school activitys
hockey
hi
more kids at the park
uimm like lots of games in the community hall
iidk
more art and math activities
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Grade 7 responses:
opening the gym for volleyball/badminton
volley ball
family gatherings
dont know

Grade 8 responses:
like set up a game for there kids to play,like hockey so they can watch there kids play,even
the grandparents can watch
family time
more thingys for them
youth nights
Sport activities.
probably more out door activities or trips
no opinion. but maybe cook- or craft.

Grade 9 responses:

idk
activities
more powwows
have game tournaments
more sports
Playing volleyball
more organized youth center
every friday have a bon fire
canoe racing?

Grade 11 responses:
sports
more after school activities
round dances
community dinners, community tournaments
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community festivals

Grade 12 responses:
rounddances, dinners, honoring the youth.
drugs an alcohol vanished
stand up comedy, talent shows. and others.

10. Most important for Youth in your community?
Grade 5 Reponses:
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;
Education;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Reduced at risk behavior;
Education;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;
Culture;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;
Culture;

Grade 6 responses:
Education;Employment;
Culture;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Education;Culture;
Culture;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Education;Culture;Employment;Reduced at risk
behavior;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;
Education;
Education;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;
Culture;
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Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;
Education;
Culture;
Culture;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;

Grade 7 responses:
Culture;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Education;Culture;Employment;Reduced at risk
behavior;
Culture;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;

Grade 8 responses:
Education;
Education;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Education;Culture;Employment;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;
Education;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Education;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;

Grade 9 responses:

Culture;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;
Education;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Education;Culture;Employment;Reduced at risk
behavior;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Education;Culture;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Education;Culture;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Education;Culture;Employment;Reduced at risk
behavior;
Education;
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Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Education;Culture;

Grade 11 responses:
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Education;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Education;Culture;Employment;
Reduced at risk behavior;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Education;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;

Grade 12 responses:
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Education;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Education;Culture;
all of the above ;Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;

11. What do you need right now? How can the community help to stop
youth suicide in the MLTC Reserves?
Grade 5 Reponses:
tell them stuff
stop bullying
I need a hug from the cat and dog
i dont know
by keeping us focused on stuff and doing stuff with the youth
counsellors for the ones who need
idk
idk
idk
IDK
another store
better care
more taking to people and dont always trap your kid in the house

Grade 6 responses:
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try to stop bullying
support
idk
swiming
talk to them be nice tell them not to commit suicide! cause we dont wanna lose more people
in our school also we need more people to come work at our school and talk to all students
what there going through. if its about deppression tell them its not right to have deppression
feelings or thinking about suicide thoughts!!
dont know
something that will be fun for people so they get their mind off sucidal stuff
im fine
more activitys on mondays and fridays and wenesday and thursdaysfree
talk to someone
cool
talk to them
i need money
talk to them and tell them thats not the way
more nice kids and poeple

Grade 7 responses:
take them on walks
parents need to spend more time with their kids
elders
we need to help all the kids that are depressed and make them feel loved and help them

Grade 8 responses:
more support like give them a challenge if you can change the way you are thinking and
acting and change your sadness you will get a reward?
no
nothing i want help[ kinda but nobodys giving it :3
and thats okay
get more counciling
n\o
all the drugs/alcohol need to be out of reserves because young kids are doing them and it
makes them a different person and they not come to school
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alcohol. soooo many people drink, so many kids and teenagers. they seriously need help,
everyone needs help. even the adults

Grade 9 responses:

idk
to get in shape
probably more activites for kids
i dont need anything.......tell them to talk to u
i have no idea and i don't need help at the moment
Someone to talk to
weekly talks
keep the youth busy with sports
nothing. don't know the answer to that Question .

Grade 11 responses:
to be listened to
i dont know
support
i dont know
i dont know

Grade 12 responses:
families need to be home, parents need to have a connection with their children, and to learn
to pay attention to realize when there is something off about their child. sometimes all a
child needs is love and nurture from their parents.
speak to your children and ask them how their doing once in awhile
focus on the youth. and how to get the community together

12. what do you do when you feel pressured or stressed?
Grade 5 Reponses:
take a walk
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play with friends and tell then
I think about going to Edmonton
sleep
go outside and stay out there for awhile
scraem in meh pellow
scream to my pellow
i dont nnnnnnnnnnoooooooooo
idk
IDK
play fortnite
do nothing
lock myself in my room

Grade 6 responses:
idk
mad
nothing
lisining to music
ill listen to music if i have too
Stressed
go outside and get run until im tired
lisin to music
idk
?
go to bed
i go listen to sad song or bead
anything

Grade 7 responses:
sleep

im not sure i get mad but no one understands me

Grade 8 responses:
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when being the centre of attention
school
get angry,sad,confused,yell
my phone
Cry.
i walk away to be alone
deal with that, man

Grade 9 responses:

listen to music
walk
either listen to music or just play game and relax
go for a hoot,talk to my girlfriend about it
workout/weight lifting
Go for a walk
scared
i go in my room
head home go in my room and create something out of card board or paper.

Grade 11 responses:
cry
smoke weed or do something that i enjoy like sports
walk or pace
listen to music
just chill in my room

Grade 12 responses:
when im in school, when im very behind in school, when my parents are stressed, and when
my boyfriend is mad
have a big momma deadly drag
get depressed
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13. What would you like to see from the schools and community to help
students stay in school ?
Grade 5 Reponses:
makeing school fun
fun things
I don't know
i dont know
where they get about 10 mins of break cuz we dont
get more games
have more games
idk
idk
IDK
at math
ok
less math

Grade 6 responses:
idk
nap time
idk
sports games
do whatever you can to help them out!
dont know
idk
get an eduction for a better job
no work and free times
fun
you are good
no work on fridays
people to stop being mean
idk
make more fun and art activtities
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Grade 7 responses:
idk
rewards
rewards systems
not sure

Grade 8 responses:
take it easy on them
helping them whith things they need to catch up on
idk
more trips
Don't be too hard on the students, that's all
fun ways to do work and learn more plus maybe an activity once a week and a bus going out
to pick kids up that don't go to school. maybe having class in comfortable places
try to relate rather than judge, dont fricking compare situations. dont compare your good ass
life to theirs

Grade 9 responses:

idk
help get drugs and alcohol out of this community
more fun activities
better wifi and pay there phone bill for being in school the whole year
to make school more fun
More activities
security
activities
give the school more of a fun and friendly look hire nice kind teachers.

Grade 11 responses:
incentives $
i dont know
more computer time or breaks
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no matter what you do they're gonna find a way to not come to school
i dont know

Grade 12 responses:
more home visits, better teachers to actually do a good job teaching so we know what were
doing and can keep up with work.
give them a reason to come to school
idk

14. Why do you come to school?
Grade 5 Reponses:
to lern
to lean and talk to friends
learn words
computers and gym
cause when im older i well need to remember what i did in school when i was younger and it
can help when i am in colage
to learn and to get an education
learn and get good grades
to learn
idk
for sports
to learn
to learn
my mom makes me

Grade 6 responses:
i dont wanna my mom makes me
to learn
learn
bus or a ride
to learn about whatever there teaching us
To learn
bc i need education
its a first nation school
to learn
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to work
to be the 1
to be smart
my dad makes me
to learn and to become a better person
what else to learn

Grade 7 responses:
to learn
to learn
because i need to lean to get a job
to see my cousins and my bro terrace

Grade 8 responses:
to learn more of other subjects do when i get interviewed i'll be ready
to try learn
to keep my mom happy
to learn bro
To learn about things that can get me into college
because at home its boring and i need to learn to get into bold eagle and to see my friends.
plus i want to make my mom proud and not become like my other sisters
to learn so i could go to school, graduate, make money and travel. and my house is boring

Grade 9 responses:

to get my education and to learn new things
to learn
to get my education to be successful
to spend time with friends and graduate
because i wanna learn
to learn and have fun with friends
so it would be eaiser to find a job
to see my friends
i come to school cause i want education so i can go to college and get a job.
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Grade 11 responses:
to become successful
i have to and i just wanna finish high school
to learn
so i can learn and be a winner
to learn

Grade 12 responses:
to get an education so i can go to uni and be successful
to get away from the outside world
for my future

15. Why are students dropping out? what can be done to help students
stay in school and graduate?
Grade 5 Reponses:
help them
to not go
I don't know
tell them to do math now
students drop out cause they dont like school
some of them just want to some of my class mates drop out but ill stay in class and be on the
good behaviour
idk
idk
idk
IDK
cuz there think schools to hard
being nice
kids are to lazy to go to school and they don't care about graduating

Grade 6 responses:
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i dont know thats there problem
nap time
idk
because they thing that there dume but there not
do home visits and ask there parents why there not coming to school
Because of depression
idk
make it not 7 hours of school then
more free lunch
be nice
to play more fortnite
because the theacher are mean
idk kid are to lazy
some of the reasons why because of weed or they dont like school
making kids to be nice

Grade 7 responses:
lock them in
too much drugs and alcohol
i don't know
not sure

Grade 8 responses:
the work is probably to hard for them and there just giving up
their choices
moreeeee help thats what we need but you guys are to clueless
no motivation, nothing
n\o
maybe cause school is boring and some teachers can be rude sometimes for stupid things. or
they just wanna drink all day or get high i really don't know
drinking! their homes, their life, their stupid childish thoughts, man-
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Grade 9 responses:

motivate them push them but not too hard
drugs and alcohol
idk they probably dont know how hard it is without their education
cuz gang life
drugs and having a hard time in school
Talk to them about going to school and growing up
idk
they dont listen during the reason so they dont what to do and they get mad.
i dont know any answers for these questions.

Grade 11 responses:
cause they're sad
i dont know
teachers helping them
because they're sad
no motivation

Grade 12 responses:
they don't have the push from home to go to school. they cant do the work and get left
behind because of shitty teachers.
no motivation, and just make them happy and keep them intrested
help them

16. What weekend activities does your community need?
Grade 5 Reponses:
go outside
more thing
go outside and build stuff
i dont know
having fun doing fun stuff
just like the carinval
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running games and play with friends
idk
a walk
IDK
play fortnite
playing outside
camping

Grade 6 responses:
idk
land base
idk
idk???
after school activities
Parties?
nothing
pow wows
dances,round dances,church and done at 1:00 in the morning
going outside
i play game
camp fishing
like camping at the hall with your family
to learn how to make teaps or skin animals
new poeple to come in our community

Grade 7 responses:
walks
cultural camps sliding family activities
culture activities
not sure what do you think we need?

Grade 8 responses:
more camps
movie nights or time with family to understand one another
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idk
more sport nights
Traveling to different places to learn about different culture.
going on trips activities
just stop the drinking.

Grade 9 responses:

dances , round dances
gaming music and sports
idk
i dont know
sport activities for me
Volleyball
idk
sports
i have no clue.

Grade 11 responses:
soccer and volleyball
something where no ones drinking
community suppers
nothing
community dinner

Grade 12 responses:
volleyball tourneys,
idk something really productive
things i listed

17. Does your community need more facilities or upgrades
Grade 5 Reponses:
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Track and Field
Outdoor Classroom
Youth Centre upgrades
Track and Field
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Outdoor Classroom
Outdoor Classroom
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Track and Field
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
bikes and youth center upgrades

Grade 6 responses:
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Youth Centre upgrades
Outdoor Classroom
Youth Centre upgrades
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
better parks
Youth Centre upgrades
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Track and Field
Youth Centre upgrades
Youth Centre upgrades
Walking paths
baseball courts

Grade 7 responses:
Walking paths
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Outdoor Classroom
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
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Grade 8 responses:
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Walking paths
Youth Centre upgrades
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Track and Field
Outdoor Classroom
Track and Field

Grade 9 responses:

Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Track and Field
Youth Centre upgrades
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Walking paths

Grade 11 responses:
Youth Centre upgrades
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Youth Centre upgrades
Mountain Bike trails
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts

Grade 12 responses:
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
field house, that would contain, all of the sports facilities
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